
Begin forwarded message: 
From: Kaylee Wilson <kaylee@nathanfletcher.com> 

Subject: Re: 
Date: September 24, 2015 at 10:43:20 PM PDT 
To: Nathan Fletcher <nathan@nathanfletcher.com> 
 
Yea, absolutely. I will let you know if I hear anything else. I've worked, in some capacity, for you for almost 3 
years and this is the first time I've ever dealt with someone saying things like this. It's absolutely mind 
boggling especially because I was literally with her 24/7. Any interaction she had with you, I was right there.  
 
Dealing with immature behavior on the trip is one thing but this is a whole different playing field. 
Shes definitely not someone we want to keep as an intern.  
 
 
 
 
On Thursday, September 24, 2015, Nathan Fletcher <nathan@nathanfletcher.com> wrote: 
Oh gosh. This is so frustrating and completely unfounded. 
  
I had to counsel her during the trip as well about being too close and remind her I was her boss and also a 
Professor at UCSD.  I specifically told her there were plenty of guys at the event available, appropriate, and 
her age.   
 
Obviously, lets not have her intern at 3WM anymore.  Let me know if you hear anything else.   
 
 
 
On Sep 24, 2015, at 10:29 PM, Kaylee Wilson <kaylee@nathanfletcher.com> wrote: 
 
Hey, 
 
I just wanted to give you a heads up that Amanda (our intern) is making very bizarre accusations 
about you making her feel uncomfortable on the Granite Games trip.  I actually had to counsel her a 
few times on the trip about remaining professional. Whether it was covering up a bit more or 
remembering that you were her boss and she needed to act like it.  I chalked it up to her feeling awe 
struck on her first "work" trip but after her comments I'm  worried that her immaturity was the real 
issue.  I mean, I slept in the same room with this girl and was attached to her hip the whole time, so I 
know what she's saying has absolutely zero validity... but thats exactly what is worrying me the 
most.  I just wanted to give you a heads up because while this is obviously something that has zero 
backing, it is worrisome that she's saying these things.   
 
Sorry for emailing so late but I felt this was pretty urgent. 
 
--  
All the best, 
 
Kaylee Wilson 
Executive Assistant  
(858)-735-4023 | Kaylee@nathanfletcher.com 
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